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Abstract
Cryptography is the science of protecting information by transforming data into formats that
cannot be recognized by unauthorized users. Steganography is the science of hiding information
using different media such as image, audio, video, text, and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
sequence. The DNA-based steganography is a newly discovered information security technology
characterized by high capacity, high randomization, and low modification rate that leads to
increased security. There are various DNA-based methods for hiding information.. In this paper,
we compared three DNA-based techniques (substitution, insertion, and complementary) in terms
of its capacity, cracking property, Bit Per Nucleotide (BPN), and payload. The selected algorithms
combine DNA-based steganography and cryptography techniques. The results show that the
substitution technique offers the best BPN for short secret messages and offers the best
imperceptibility feature. We also found that both the substitution and the complementary method
have a threshold BPN. On the other hand, the insertion method does not have a threshold BPN
and it is more difficult to crack.
Keywords: Information Security, Steganography, Substitution, Insertion, Complementary Pair.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The transmission of sensitive information through the Internet faces high risks. Therefore,
exchanging messages between senders and receivers is required to be in a confidential manner
to avoid attacks. Sensitive data protection from unauthorized access is provided by two major
techniques; steganography and cryptography [1]. Cryptography is a technique for preventing third
parties from reading a secret message by converting it to an encrypted format which is
incomprehensible for intruders. Some of the methods applied in the encryption are Playfair,
Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA), and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [2]. Steganography is
a technique of hiding a secret message inside a cover message making it unnoticeable to any
illegal read. The cover media could be text [3], image [4] [5][6], audio [7], video [8], and the
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) sequence [9]. A double layer of security is provided by some
approaches that combine steganography with cryptography where a secret message is first
encrypted then an encrypted message is hidden in a cover media. They are notable for achieving
confidentiality and low cracking probabilities [10].
Data hiding based on the DNA sequence has been attracting much attention due to its potential
storage capacity [11]. Several DNA steganography approaches have been proposed [12] [13]
[14]. DNA-based steganography relies on three techniques; insertion technique where the secret
message is inserted into the DNA sequence, a complementary technique where some DNA
components are complemented based on the secret message, and the substitution technique
where some DNA components are substituted by the secret message data.
In this paper, we focused on DNA-based steganographic techniques, because it has advantages
such as the huge data storage capacity and the high imperceptibility [6][7][8]. We also compared
three double-layered security techniques: combined DNA-based Playfair cryptography and
substitution technique [15], a combined Playfair cryptography and complementary technique [16],
and a combined XOR-based cryptography and insertion technique [17].
In section 2, we describe how DNA sequences are used for cryptography and steganography. In
section 3, we present the three methods and their performance criteria. In section 4, we present
our results and discussions.

2. DNA-BASED DATA PROTECTION
This section focuses on DNA sequences, DNA-based cryptography, and DNA-based
steganography.
2.1 DNA Sequence
The Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA) comprises six molecules; a sugar molecule called
deoxyribose, a phosphate molecule, and four different nitrogenous bases (Adenine (A), Thymine
(T), Cytosine (C), and Guanine (G)). These molecules are bound such that two long strands are
twisted around like a ladder. Each strand is made up of units of nucleotides which consists of
three basic molecules: sugar (S), a phosphate (P) group, and one of four nitrogen bases. The
nitrogenous bases are Purines (A and G) and Pyrimidines (T and C). Every DNA can be viewed
as a sequence of bases (AAGTCGATCGATCATCGATCATACGT). Every three adjacent bases
constitute a unit known as the codon which corresponds to a specific amino acid. Exactly 61
codons of the total 64 codes for 20 amino acids. The presence of ‘START’ and ‘STOP’ codons
signal the end of protein synthesis in all living organisms. Each amino acid has a name, an
abbreviation, and a character symbol from the English alphabet, see TABLE 1. DNA sequences
are of a huge size which allows them to provide high embedding capacity to hide the huge data
[18], [19].
DNA sequences can be encoded using a binary code. A 2-bit code representation (00-01-10-11)
is needed to encode the four DNA bases. Consequently, there are 4! =24 code permutations. The
simplest Binary Coding Rule (BCR) to encode the 4 nucleotide bases (A, T, C, G) is: 0(00), 1(01),
2(10), 3(11) respectively [20] .
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TABLE 1: Amino Acids and their Codons.

2.2 DNA Based Cryptography
In 1999, authors of [21] proposed a cryptosystem using DNA. They developed a one-time pad
encryption algorithm using DNA substitution and a bit-wise XOR scheme based on molecular
computation. Going forward, [13] proposed another cryptosystem based on the manipulation of
DNA binary strands. Other symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystems were proposed later [22],
[23]. The Playfair algorithm is symmetric encryption based on substitution technique. The
technique encrypts pairs of letters (bigrams or diagrams) by processing them in plaintext as units
rather than as single letters. The Playfair algorithm uses 5 × 5 matrices of letters constructed
using a keyword known at both the sender and receiver sides. The cipher replaces each pair of
letters in the plaintext with another pair of letters [1]. In [24], they proposed a Playfair encryption
based on amino-acids structures. The authors converted a plaintext message to a binary format
and represented pairs of bits by their nucleoid symbol using the BCR. Afterward, they converted
the DNA sequence to a sequence of amino acids using information presented in TABLE 2.
Further, they encrypted the sequence of letters using a Playfair cipher. The advantage of this
method over the non-DNA-based Playfair is its ability to encrypt messages with letters, numbers,
and special characters. In [25], the authors proposed a DNA-based encryption for cloud storage.
2.3 DNA Based Steganography
DNA-based steganography uses DNA sequence from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) [26] to hide data [12] [13] [27] [28]. DNA steganography starts by converting
the DNA sequence into binary using a BCR code then the binary secret message is hidden in the
DNA sequence using insertion, substitution, or complementary rule method [14]. DNA-based
steganography is also categorized as blind and non-blind. In blind steganography, the secret
message is extracted at the receiver side without the need for prior knowledge of the DNA
reference sequence. The DNA-based steganographic approaches are the insertion,
complementary rule-based, and substitution technique.
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a) Insertion Technique
For this technique, the secret message is inserted in a DNA reference sequence. In [14], the
secret message and the DNA reference sequence were translated into binary. The DNA
sequence and the secret message were divided into equal-sized segments. This allows for easy
insertion of each part of the secret message after each part of the DNA reference. The final
stego-message is then converted into a DNA sequence. The main drawbacks of this technique
are the increase in redundancy and the length of faked DNA which is higher than the length of the
original DNA [14]. In [29], they proposed a technique composed of two phases. In the first phase,
the secret data is encrypted using a DNA and Amino Acids-Based Playfair cipher. While in the
second phase the encrypted data is hidden into some reference DNA sequence using an
insertion technique. Their insertion method is based on dividing both the encrypted DNA
sequence and the reference DNA sequence into segments of a random number of DNA
nucleotides. Then, they insert each segment of encrypted DNA sequence before the segments of
reference DNA sequence respectively.
Alphabet

Amino-Acid Codon

Alphabet

Amino-Acid Codon

A

GCU, GCC, GCA, GCG

O

UUA, UUG

B

UAA, UGA, UAG

P

CCU, CCC, CCA, CCG

C

UGU, UGC

Q

CAA, CAG

D

GAU, GAC

R

CGU, CGC, CGA, CGG

E

GAA, GAG

S

UCU, UCC, UCA, UCG

F

UUU, UUC

T

ACU, ACC, ACA, ACG

G

GGU, GGC, GGA, GGG

U

AGA, AGG

H

GAU, GAC

V

GUU, GUC, GUA, GUG

I

AUU, AUC, AUA

W

UGG

K

AAA, AAG

X

AGU, AGC

L

CUU, CUC, CUA, CUG

Y

UAU

M

AUG

Z

UAC

N

AAU, AAC
TABLE 2: Alphabet-Amino Acids Correspondences.

b) Complementary Rule-Based Technique
Here, the secret data is hidden in the DNA reference sequence using a complementary rule for
the nucleotides; for example, ((AC) (CG) (GT) (TA)). In a study conducted by [14], the DNA
sequence was parsed for the longest complimentary substrings. A longer substring of nucleotide
and its complement are further inserted into the DNA sequence before the found complementary
substrings. Afterward, the secret DNA message nucleotide is inserted in special positions that
depend on the position of the complementary substring. An earlier study proposed an RSA
encryption followed by complementary rule-based steganography where the complemented
nucleotides are selected based on a random number [29]. In a previous study [30], the authors
complement the secret message initially converted to a DNA sequence. Then, they select a DNA
reference sequence that should be known at the receiver side. They form a message which is a
sequence number where the numbers correspond to the indexes of the appearance of the pairs
of the nucleotide of the DNA complemented secret message in the selected DNA reference
sequence. In [31], the authors proposed a DNA hiding technique based on complementing the
codon postfix nucleotide.
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c) Substitution Technique
Regarding the substitution technique, the selected positions in the reference DNA sequence are
substituted by other bases depending on the binary sequence of the secret message [14].
Selected positions may be generated randomly [14], using a lookup substitution table [29], [32],
or using the Least Significant Base (LSB) substitution mechanism [24],[15]. The main advantage
of this technique is preserving the length of the DNA sequence after hiding the secret message.

3. METHODOLOGY
We compared three recent hybrid blind DNA encryption and data hiding techniques [15]–[17]. The
three methods involves encrypting the secret message and hiding the encrypted message in a
DNA reference sequence. In our deductive approach, we started by comparing the three
approaches performance measures. Further, we conducted experiments with different DNA
reference sequences from the NCBI dataset.
3.1 The Substitution Method [15]
In [15], authors used the DNA-based Playfair method for encryption and the substitution method
for steganography.
DNA Sequence

Sender Side Encryption
Ambiguity

Playfair
Encryption

Message

Encrypted
Msg

LSBase
Substitution

Fake DNA

Secret Key

FIGURE 1: Sender side of the substitution method in [8].

Initially, the secret message is transformed into its corresponding ASCII code, then to binary
using 8-bits coding. The binary secret message is then converted to a DNA nucleotide using 4bits BCR using data presented in TABLE 3 which maps every 4 bits binary message to two 2-bits
DNA nucleotides. The DNA of the secret message is then converted to amino acids. Next,
Playfair with a secret key is used to encrypt the amino acid form of the secret message. Further,
the cipher message is converted back to DNA by selecting a codon corresponding to each amino
acid; the indexes of the codons are stored in an ambiguous message. FIGURE 1 shows the
sender-side architecture.
DNA
Nucleotides

Binary
Representation

DNA
Nucleotides

Binary
Representation

AA

0000

GG

1000

AC

0001

GA

1001

AG

0010

GC

1010

AT

0011

GT

1011

CC

0100

TT

1100

CA

0101

TA

1101

CG

0110

TC

1110

CT

0111

TG

1111

TABLE 3: 4-bit BCR used in [8].
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After encrypting the message, the steganography process starts by using LSBase substitution
[24]. The LSBase method hides the secret message by substituting the least significant base of
each codon in the reference DNA sequences. Both the ciphered DNA message and the ambiguity
message are converted back to binary representation. The ciphered DNA message conversion
uses 4-bits BCR. Then, they hide the binary ciphered DNA message bits and the binary ambiguity
bits in the reference sequence. If LSBase is a purine base, it is substituted by (G) to encode 1 of
the secret messages or (A) to encode 0. If the LSBase is a pyrimidine base, it is substituted by
(C) to encode 1 of the secret messages or (U) to encode 0. The innovation idea 3:1 ratio is used
to hide 3 bits of binary cipher message followed by 1 bit of binary ambiguity.
At the receiver side, first, the ciphered message and ambiguity are extracted using the LSBase
method. Then Playfair decryption using the same secret key is applied, see FIGURE 2. The use
of a 4-bit binary coding rule increases the algorithm security, so the likelihood of making a correct
guess of the binary coding rule is decreased from of a 2-bit BCR to . Also, the use of the 3:1
rule avoids the addition of an indicator message to separate the secret message from the
ambiguous message.
Ambiguity

Fake DNA

LSBase
Extraction

Encrypted
Msg

Playfair
Decryption

Message

Secret Key

Receiver Side Decryption

FIGURE 2: Receiver side of the substitution method in [8].

3.2 The Insertion Method [17]
In [17], they used the XOR operation for encryption and the insertion method for steganography.
First, the secret message is converted into ASCII code then into a binary sequence. The binary
sequence of the secret data is split into 8-bit binary segments. An 8-bit key K1 is then XORed
with the first 8 bits of the message. The resulting XOR value is again XORed with the next 8 bits
of the message and so forth. All the results are finally concatenated to form the cipher message.
Afterward, a binary converted DNA sequence is divided into segments using a randomly
generated key K2 which should be a number less than the minimum DNA sequence length and
the secret message length. The binary bits of ciphers are inserted one by one at the beginning of
each segment. The resulting binary sequence is converted into DNA bases using the dictionary
rule and sent as Fake DNA. At the receiver, only the two keys K1 and K2 are needed with the
fake DNA message to extract the secret one. FIGURE3 shows the insertion method sender and
receiver.
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Sender Side

Message

Encrypted
Msg

XOR

Insertion

Fake DNA

K2

K1
Message

Receiver Side
Fake DNA

Extraction

Encrypted
Msg

XOR

Message

K2

K1

FIGURE3: Sender and receiver of the insertion method in [10].

3.3 The Complement Method [16]
In [16], the authors relied on two layers of techniques to provide higher security. Firstly, they
applied a DNA-based Playfair encryption algorithm followed by a complementary substitution
steganography technique. At the sender side, a DNA-based Playfair cryptography produces a
cipher DNA message and an ambiguity message was adopted. Moving forward, a Generic
Complementary Base Substitution (GCBS), based on TABLE 4, was employed to embed the
cipher message with the ambiguity sequence into a DNA cover sequence. To indicate the end of
the secret message, they embed a palindromic sequence bounded with two nucleotide T after the
message. To preserve the length of the DNA sequence, the resultant DNA sequence from the
previous step was truncated. Their GCBS doubles the embedding capacity compared to [14]. The
final resultant DNA-sequence was inserted into the original one using the insertion method [14].
This step aims to provide the receiver with the reference sequence.
The receiver extracts the reference sequence first, locates the palindrome, and extracts the
embedded message by comparison with the previously obtained reference sequence. Finally, it
decrypts the message using Playfair deciphering module, see FIGURE 4.
Base
A
C
G
T

Generic Complement
C
T
A
G

TABLE 4: Complementary Rule.
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FIGURE 4: Sender and Receiver of the Complementary Technique in [9].

3.4 Comparison Criteria
We compared the three proposed hybrid techniques with regards to four parameters; capacity
measure, payload measure, BPN measure, and cracking probability measure.
a) Capacity
Defined in [14] as the total length of increased DNA sequence after the insertion of the secret
information. In line with [15], the cipher message and ambiguity bits substitute DNA reference
sequence nucleotide, so the capacity is equal to the length of the DNA reference sequence
. In
[16], a DNA sequence hides as much message nucleotide as its length, and the DNA sequence
with the embedded secret message is inserted in itself. So, the capacity in [16] is
. In [17],
every two bits of the secret message are converted to a nucleotide and inserted into the DNA
reference sequence. So, the capacity is equal to
+
where
is the DNA reference
sequence length and
is the secret message length in bits.
b) Payload
Defined in [14] as the length of the new sequence after the extraction of the reference DNA
sequence. In [15], the DNA reference sequence length is preserved which gives a zero payload
value. As per [16], a DNA sequence embeds as much nucleotide as itself and is embedded in
itself which gives a payload of
. On the word of [17], every 2 bits of the secret message are
inserted as a nucleotide in the DNA reference sequence which gives a payload value of
.
c) BPN measure
Defined in [14] as the number of hidden bits per nucleotide.
Eq. 1

On the report of [15], they embed

in

nucleotide. Consequently,

the used LSBase algorithm can hide only one bit per codon. Consequently, only
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used for the embedding process. Besides,

of the codons are used for data and

embed the ambiguity information. So, the maximum bpn is
In [16], they embed

in

is used to

= .

nucleotide. Consequently,

. Each DNA cipher

message nucleotide is hidden in one cover DNA sequence nucleotide. So, 2-bits of data can be
hidden in each nucleotide of a DNA sequence of length
(
bits per
nucleotide). The
DNA cipher message includes both the encrypted secret message and the ambiguity of the DNAbased Playfair. Besides, each encrypted secret message codon corresponds to one ambiguity
number. So, ¾ of the DNA sequence is used to embed the secret message whereas ¼ is used
to embed the ambiguity message. So, the threshold BPN is

= .

In [17], the total number of hidden bits is |M| and the length of the fake DNA sequence is
|S|+|M|/2. So, the bpn is
. This method embeds unrestricted length messages into any DNA
sequence.
d) Cracking Probability
The possibility for the intruder to crack the fake DNA to extract the hidden secret depends on the
factors. As reported by [15], there are three pieces of information that the intruder should crack to
extract the secret message namely the DNA reference sequence, binary coding rule, and LSB
substituted permutations. There are 163 million DNA sequences available publicly. For the binary
coding rule, there are 16 pairs (AA, AC, AG….) and each pair can be presented by a sequence of
4 bits, so there are
possibilities to represent the pairs with 4 bits. The least significant base
substitution rule has two possibilities for the pyrimidine substitution and two possibilities for the
purine substitution; 4 possible LSBase substitution rules. Accordingly, the cracking probability of
the technique is
Eq. 2

As stated in [16], the attacker has to find the following information to discover the secret
message: The random number generator, the two seeds used in the insertion phase, the
complementary rule, and the binary coding rule. The total number of possible seeds is
[16], where is the length of the DNA sequence in bits. There are 6 possibilities of
complementary rules such that
Each nucleotide is encoded with two bits,
so the possible number to encode the 4 nucleotides is . Accordingly, the cracking probability is
Eq. 3
According to [17], the attacker needs the following information to crack the secret message: The
DNA sequence, the binary coding scheme, the sizes of the secret message and the prefix DNA,
the keys used for the insertion phase, and the XOR combinations. The probability to predict the
reference DNA sequence is
. Each of the 4 nucleotides is encoded with 2 bits. So, the total
number of binary codes is
. For a fake DNA sequence of
bits, there are
possibilities of secret messages of
bits and DNA sequence of bits such that
.
The total number of guesses of segmented DNA message is
[17]. Whereas, the total
number of guesses of the segmented secret message is
[17]. The total number of
possible XOR operations of a key of length 8 bits and a message of length m is
.
Accordingly, the cracking probability of the insertion technique is
Eq. 4
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Measures

Substitution
Method [15]

Actual
Capacity
(nucleotide)
Payload
(nucleotide)

|S|

Complementary
Substitution
Method[16]
2*|S|

Insertion Method[17]

0

BPN (bits
per
nucleotide)
Cracking
Probability





is the number of bits in the Fake DNA
sequence.
is the number of bits in the secret
message.
is the number of bits in the reference DNA
sequence.

TABLE 5: Performance criteria of the three methods.

TABLE 5 shows the capacity, payload, BPN, and cracking probability of the three methods. It is
highlighted that the substitution method offers the lowest payload of value 0 which increases the
imperceptibility of its stego-message. On the other hand, the complementary method payload is
constantly equal to
and the payload of the insertion method depends on the message length.
This makes the later method more perceptible than the others. Also, we notice that the
substitution method offers a higher bpn. But the later method embeds secret message bits only in
the lowest significant base, this limits its usage to large DNA sequences. Especially, as only
is dedicated to the embedding of the secret message, the secret message length should not
exceed
. Consequently, a secret message of length
is embedded in a DNA sequence of
minimum length

. In the complementary method, only

of the DNA sequence is used for

the secret message embedding which limits its use to DNA sequences of a length exceeding

.

The insertion method does not have any constraint on the length of the DNA sequence.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We conducted the experiments of the three methods on the following input: a secret message M
of size 1000 Bytes containing letters, numbers, and special characters. The Playfair secret key is
’SECURITY’. Also, we used eight different DNA reference sequences from the NCBI database to
measure each capacity, payload, and BPN. The National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) houses a series of databases relevant to biotechnology and biomedicine and is an
important resource for bioinformatics tools and services. Major databases include GenBank for
DNA sequences. All these databases are available online [26].
DNA reference

Number of
nucleotides

Capacity
(nucleotide)

Payload(nucleotide)

BPN

AC153526

200117

200117

0

0.0399766137

AC166252

149814

149814

0

0.0533995488

AC167221

204841

204841

0

0.0390546814
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AC168901

191136

191136

0

0.0418550142

CS236146

118777

118777

0

0.0673531071

JX978467

9270

Short DNA sequence

NC_021114

8870

Short DNA sequence

NC_021116

8958

Short DNA sequence

TABLE 6: Results for Substitution Technique.

DNA reference
AC153526

Number of
nucleotides
200117

Capacity
(nucleotide)
204117

Payload
(nucleotide)
4000.0

BPN
0.0391932078

AC166252

149814

153814

4000.0

0.0520108703

AC167221

204841

208841

4000.0

0.0383066543

AC168901

191136

195136

4000.0

0.0409970482

CS236146

118777

122777

4000.0

0.0651587838

JX978467

9270

13270

4000.0

0.6028636021

NC_021114

8870

12870

4000.0

0.6216006216

NC_021116

8958

12958

4000.0

0.6173792252

TABLE 7: Results for Insertion Technique.

DNA reference

Number of
nucleotides

Capacity

Payload

BPN

AC153526

200117

400234

200117

0.0199883068

AC166252

149814

299628

149814

0.0266997744

AC167221

204841

409682

204841

0.0195273407

AC168901

191136

382272

191136

0.0209275071

CS236146

118777

237554

118777

0.0336765535

JX978467

9270

18540

9270

0.4314994606

NC_021114

8870

17740

8870

0.4509582864

NC_021116

8958

17916

8958

0.4465282429

TABLE 8: Results for Complement Technique.

Concerning TABLE 6, we noticed that the substitution technique proposed in [15] is limited for
use with long DNA sequences. A secret message of length
is embedded in a DNA sequence
of minimum length
; a message of length 8000 bits could be embedded in a DNA sequence
of minimum length 32000 nucleotides.
We observed from TABLE 6, TABLE 7 and TABLE 8 that the payload of the substitution
technique is the lowest (equal to zero). The payload of the insertion method depends on the
secret message length; so it's identical for all the DNA sequences. On the other hand, the
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payload of the complementary technique is the highest as the DNA sequence is embedded into
itself. When the payload is low, the stego-message becomes less perceptible. Hence, the
LSBase substitution technique is the less perceptible technique.
Also, we noticed from TABLE 6, TABLE 7, and TABLE 8 that the substitution technique gives the
highest BPN for the first five DNA sequences whilst the complementary techniques provide the
smallest BPN. The main backdrop of the complementary technique is the fact that the DNA
sequence is inserted into itself thereby doubling the fake DNA sequence size. However, one
advantage of this technique is that only the secret message is hidden into the sequence
compared to the two previous methods where an ambiguous message is also embedded.
The authors [33] compared different DNA-based steganography approaches, blind or non-blind
with and without encryption. Findings from their study did not provide the BPN threshold. In our
study, the BPN measure threshold was computed and the findings showed that the BPN measure
of both the substitution and complementary techniques are upper bounded by a threshold that
limits their embedding capacities.

5. CONCLUSION
Data transfer through the Internet has become necessary and important but the transmission of
sensitive information through the Internet is at high risk. it is unreliable and unsafe. Therefore,
exchanging messages between the sender and receiver is required to be in a confidential manner
to avoid being hacked or susceptible to threats through the internet. Currently, many algorithms
have been extracted in the field of steganography based on DNA to prevent unauthorized access
and increase data security. For that purpose, we compared three blind hybrid steganography
techniques: substitution technique, insertion technique, and complementary technique. We
analyzed the performance of the three techniques. Findings from the study analysis revealed that
the substitution payload was 0 which increases the imperceptibility of the message. We also
noticed that for short secret messages, the substitution technique offers the best BPN. On the
other hand, because of the use of the least significant bases only for the embedding of the secret
message this method is restricted to DNA sequences longer than four times the length of the
message. Also, this method has the highest cracking probability. Besides, we observed that both
the substitution and the complementary methods have a threshold BPN. Unlike the two
aforementioned techniques, the insertion method is unrestrictedly used to embed secret
messages with low cracking probability enabling it to store large messages in DNA sequences.
Nevertheless, the insertion approach is more perceptible than the previous ones as its payload
depends on the secret message length.
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